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Current Biology 26, R181-R191, March 7, 2016 ©2016 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved animal behaviour and found that the learning and memory improve in energetically costly environments where these skills matter more (Oecologia (2014) 175, 63-72) .
In February, Rainer Hedrich from the University of Würzburg, Germany, reported in this journal that the Venus fl ytrap Dionaea muscipula can count the number of mechanical stimuli received via the sensory hairs inside its trap (Curr. Biol. (2016) 26, 286-295) . One stimulus might come from a nontarget source, such as a fallen leaf. Further hits indicate the presence of a moving insect, and after each signal the plant steps up the response, fi rst closing the trap, then releasing its gastric enzymes to digest the prey. By this stepwise response to the signals received, the plant ensures that it doesn't waste energy on false alarms.
If plants can apparently communicate, remember and count, can we consider these abilities as cognitive processes even in the absence of a brain? The concept certainly resonates with the zeitgeist, witness the book by the German forest ranger Peter Wohlleben, Das geheime Leben der Bäume (The Secret Life of Trees), which has spent months at the top of the non-fi ction charts in Germany since its publication in 2015 and is set to appear in translation in English as well as more than a dozen other languages this year. Wohlleben popularises what plant science has established so far by unashamedly using anthropomorphisms to describe the cognitive and social interactions of plants. Thus he talks of brood care, friendship and social networks among trees, which appears to resonate with the forest-loving German readership.
The risk of such language is that it may revive controversies over highly esoteric claims made in the past regarding plant consciousness, often based on a mixture of scientifi c insights and pure fancy. Plants are also known to communicate with their neighbours through the entangled root networks. Trees, for instance, can feed their offspring through the roots and keep stumps alive. They can also trade information about threats like drought or diseases. Some forest experts have taken to the expression of the 'woodwide web' to characterise this hidden information exchange. Just how it works in detail remains to be explored.
Memory and maths
Communication may be the most important information-processing function in plants, but it is by no means the only one. Evidence is accumulating to suggest that plants can remember certain kinds of events and learn to ignore them even if they would normally trigger stress responses. Stefano Mancuso from the University of Florence, for instance, has trained mimosa (Mimosa pudica) plants to tolerate certain kinds of shockssuch as those experienced when researchers drop them on the fl oorwithout activating their widely known leaf-folding response. After a series of 60 drops, the plants accepted this condition as normal, while still retaining their sensitivity to other unexpected events, such as being touched or shaken. The group of Monica Gagliano at the University of Western Australia at Crawley has worked with Mancuso to analyse the plant's memory using approaches normally reserved for 
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Why did you decide to be a scientist?
My grandfather was head of organic chemistry at the Bureau of Standards in Washington D.C. and let me play with his microscope when I visited him as a boy. I then bought my own microscope from my earnings delivering newspapers and spent many happy hours looking at pond water. I did well in my science courses in high school but, like a lot of teenagers, I read a lot and became deeply interested in poetry and philosophy. When I got to University, I hadn't the slightest idea what I would do. I had a wonderful time at Stanford, studying poetry with Yvor Winters and philosophy with Donald Davidson; but then, at the beginning of my junior year, I took a course in calculus out of curiosity, did well on the fi rst exam, and quickly changed my major to biology. I had decided that, irrespective of my own opinion, no one could tell whether any one poem was better than another. Philosophy, particularly of the analytical school of Wittgenstein, Moore, and Austin, had sharpened my powers of reasoning, but the real advances in human understanding seemed to come from science. As a result of my sudden decision, I never had the fi rst quarter of freshman chemistry or the third quarter of freshman physics. Stanford looked the other way and let me graduate.
What got you interested in vision?
I wanted to do research in my senior year at Stanford and went the rounds of faculty looking for someone to take me on. I had the stupendous luck of being accepted by Donald Kennedy,
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Current Biology 26, R181-R191, March 7, 2016 ©2016 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved R185 then chairman of Biology and later head of the FDA, president of Stanford, and Editor-in Chief of Science. Like all those who passed through his laboratory, I was hugely infl uenced by Don. I read his papers on neural integration in crayfi sh and became interested in neuroscience. There was no actual course I could take (Don taught the fi rst neuroscience course at Stanford several years later), but there were weekly journal clubs and seminars, and one week Michael Land came to town. His lecture on vision in jumping spiders left me enthralled: it was love at fi rst sight.
What was the best advice you were ever given? After my fi rst quarter in graduate school at Johns Hopkins, I began looking for a lab to do my thesis. I fi rst went to Bill Marks, an assistant professor in Biophysics who worked on goldfi sh visual pigments. For reasons I never discovered, Marks turned me down and suggested I talk to John Dowling in the Medical School. Apart from meeting my wife, this advice was the greatest good fortune I ever had. I always tell my kids and students that when you are rejected, someone is doing you a favor. , and Hugh kept saying that we couldn't do that experiment because the conductance of the cell would increase so much that our measurements would be meaningless. Then one morning in the middle of our discussion we both suddenly stopped. At exactly the same instant we realized that if we removed external Ca 2+ to prevent it from entering the cell, but also removed external Na + to stop Ca 2+ from leaving the cell via Na
What was the biggest thrill you
2+ exchange, we might be able to freeze the Ca 2+ concentration inside the cell long enough to see if light adaptation could be blocked. Our fi rst experiment worked exactly as we had hoped and formed the basis of the Nature report. Hugh and I would go on to publish 20 papers together over a long and productive collaboration.
Why do you like doing science? I had never thought about it until a graduate student asked me this question over lunch, when I was a visiting lecturer at Brandeis. I was surprised to discover that I had a ready answer. I like being a scientist fi rst because I never have to tell a lie. I could tell one if I wanted, to my wife for example (though I never have); but if I choose, I can go through life always telling the truth. I also like being a scientist because it is so creative. We can spend our lives adding one plus one and getting three, which is an odd thing for a scientist to say. But I think it is a reasonably accurate description. Not all scientists do this, and I sometimes feel that it might have been better if I hadn't rocked the boat quite so often and had stuck to experiments that give unsurprising outcomes. But then I think: How boring! Defi nitely not for me. What will the future bring? Despite ever increasing competition for publication and funding, I remain optimistic. There is nothing quite like knowing something for the fi rst time, something that no one else has ever known before. We become like little children, hoarding our treasure but anxious to show it off to friends and colleagues. Graduate students experiencing this excitement for the fi rst time become hooked for life, as I did after my fi rst experiments. We are so privileged to spend our lives in wonder and curiosity, searching for a better understanding of life and the human condition. As long as we can continue to live in a free and open society where novelty and creativity are valued and not punished, the future is bright. But what will it bring? I haven't the foggiest!
